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I. INTRODUCTION
Drainage of Minnesota’s wetland~’is proceeding at a rate that is
alarmng to proponents of wetland preservation. The primary reason for
drainage in rural Minnesota M to improve the land for crop production.
The majority of wetland drainage done today is by contractors hired by
farm owners and operators.
Minnesota once had over 10 million
roughly 19 percent of the statels area.
acres of swampland. This was
The extensive swampland in the
state can be attributed to glaciation that took place over 10,000 years
ago during the lce age.
.— .—
*Assistant professor, Department of Agricultural Economics, North Dakota
State University and former research assistant, Department of Agricultural
and Applied Economics, University of Minnesota.
~-’Wetlands as used in this paper refers to Types 1, 3, 4, and 5 as
classified by Shaw and Fredme (1971). These are:
Type 1 - Seasonally flooded basins or flats. The soil M covered with
water, or is waterlogged, during variable seasonal periods but usually
is dry during much of the growing season. They may be filled with
water during periods of heavy rain or melting snow.
Type 3 - Inland shallow fresh marshes. The soil is usually waterlogged
during the growing season; it is often covered with seven inches or
more of water.
-e 4 - Inland deep fresh marshes. The SOI1 IS covered with SIX inches
to ~ feet or more of water during the growing season.
zYE2- - Inland open fresh water. Water is usually less than ten feet
deep and 1s fringed by a border of emergent vegetation.
Wet land(s) will be used to refer to SO1lS w~th excess SO1l moisture.
The ongoing controversy 1s about draraage of wetlands and not wet lands.-2-
Early settlers found the wet pramle regions desirable because the
fldt , treeless land was very good cropland when drained. The populat~on
of Minnesota grew, leading to the demand for more tillable land. Farmers,
reallzed that their productivity could be Increased by dramlng wetlands
more easily than by clearing forested lands. Today approximately 50 to 60
percent of the orlglnal prairie wetland acreage remains. In some areas
drainage has eliminated all of the wetlands.
There is a variety of government programs to preserve wetlands for
their social values which Include direct dollar benefits (I.e. value of game
and fish harvested, native hay harvest) and xndlrect benefxts to society
(I.e. flood control, erosion control, waste asslm~latlon, nutrient recycllng,
water supply, groundwater recharge, historical value, primary proauctlvlty,
education, aesthetics , ecological dlverslty). Landowner partlclpatlon m
these programs is often less than des~red by wetland proponents. The
reasons for thus may be a lack of complete mformatlon regarding preserva-
tion program conditions or payments (Leltch and Danielson, 1979; Farmer,
1981). Landowners often base the decision to drain wetlands on the potential
crop production they expect to obtain, without fully considering preservation
alternatives or actual drainage costs. Alternatively, preservation program
payment levels are normally set to offset only the expllclt dollar benefits
of drainage and do not account for all nonmonetary benefits of drainage.
The entire wetlands issue lS replete with unknowns -- from the cost to
dram to the value of environmental amenltles. This study provides up-to-
date information on both drainage costs and returns to aid both the land-
owner and public declslon makers. The last study of this type for Minnesota
wetlands was done in the early 1960!s m Blue Earth and Stevens counties
(Goldsteln, 1967). Condltlons lK the agricultural sector have changed
considerably since that time, namely the discontinuance of drainage sub-
s~d~+s and large-scale agricultural subsldles.-3-
2/
History of Drainage m Mlnnesota– . ——
Drainage in Minnesota can be traced back to 1858, the year m which
the first drainage legislatlon-- “an act to encourage the drainage of lands”--
was enacted. The magorlty of drainage done through 1960 was accomplished
between the years 1858 and 1920. This was a period of rapid settlement m
Minnesota when the wet prairie lands invited land-hungry settlers to bring
them Into production.
By 1867 Minnesota had a law that provided protection for waters m
the state. These early laws were vague and usually favored the landowner
who wished to drain. During the period of 1920 through 1960 the attitudes
of people toward drainage of wetlands began to change. The Depression, the
Second World War, and the high cost of construction followlng the war
slowed the rate of drainage considerably. By 1925 the state had begun to
exert more control over Its water bodies by requiring a permit to drain
meandered waters.
After 1960, environmental concerns began to show their Influence m
Mlnnesotars water law. In 1976 a state Water Bank program patterned after
the federal ASCS program was developed. Three years later, In 1979, a law
allowing a tax credit and exemption for maintaining dralnable wetlands on
private property was enacted.
St~dy 0b3ectlves
The objectives of this study are to (1) introduce some of the topics
relatlve to on-farm drainage declslons In rural Minnesota, (2) briefly
describe on-farm drainage methods, (3) estimate the current costs of construc-
ting on-farm drams, (4) estimate the returns to agricultural land drainage,
and (5) examine the economic feasibility of on-farm drainage In Minnesota.
2/ — This section was condensed from K~ng (1980). See Leltch and Saxowsky
(19S1) for a llst of references on current Minnesota drainage legislation.-4-
Studv Area .—.A——.——
Much of western and southern Minnesota lies wxthln the Great Plains
31 TWO areas within the Prairie Pothole region that Prairie Pothole region.–
represent predominant drainage methods were selected for analysls. Two of
the three general types of agricultural land drainage are represented by
the study areas. General field drainage by surface ditch and land smoothing
1s practiced in the Red River Valley. Most of the drainage work has been
completed in the Valley however, with only periodic
today. The two drainage types that are represented
4/
drainage and general field dralnage.–




random wetland dranage, while an area in south central Minnesota was
chosen to represent subsurface tile drainage. There 1s a significant
difference in wetland habitat area preserved in the two study areas.
Approximately 2.3 percent of the area in the west central area IS preserved
through U.S. Fish and Wildllfe Service easement or purchase or Minnesota
Department of Natural Resources programs. Only 0.3 percent of the south
central area is in any of these three programs. The relatlve abundance
of wetlands remaining after these programs became effective 1s the predominant
reason for the difference. south central Minnesota farmlands were drained
much earlier than west central farmlands.
“The Prairie Pothole region of North America covers about 300,000 square
miles In the pralrle provinces of Canada and the upper mldwest of the United
States. The United States portion, approximately 115,000 square miles, is
bounded on the southwest by the southern llmlts of Wisconslnlan glaclatlon,
and on the northwest, north, and east by woodland. See ‘llllerand Lee (1966)
or Harmon (1971) for a description of the pralrle pothole region.
4/
– Random wetland dralndge IS the drainage of scattered wetLands or low
areas , using surface ditches or subsurface tile to remove excess water from
the lmmedlate areas. In an effort to provide each Isolated wet spot with a
suitable outlet, ditches or tile llnes, in random type drainage systems, run
in any and all directions, as shown in Figure 2. General field drainage
layouts are used where ldrge continuous field areas are to be drained. In
such systems the subsurface tile llnes and ditches are usually placed parallel
to each other to form a grldlron, herringbone or other type of geometric
pattern.-5-
The west central area, where random wetland drainage is common, consists
of Becker, Clay, Douglas, Grant, Otter Tad, Pope, and Stevens counties
(Figure 1). This seven-county area has 9,800 farms and a total land area
of 6,810 square males. Fergus Falls, Detroit Lakes, Alexandra, and
Moorhead are the major municipalities. Clay County is fourth In the state
for sunflower and wheat production. Becker, Grant, and Stevens counties
each produce about 60 million pounds of sunflowers annually. Otter Tall,
Grant, and Stevens counties each produce over 2 milllon bushels of wheat per
year, which places them among the leading producers in the state. Corn
and soybeans are produced in large quantities throughout this area.
Otter Tail County lS third in the state in numbers of cattle, with
60,000 or more head; second In milk production; and third for sheep and
lamb numbers. Grant and Stevens counties contain mostly cash crop farms.
Corn, wheat, sunflowers, and oats are the major
has some cattle and hog producers. Douglas and
da~ry and beef farmers. Approximately 20 to 60
crops grown. Stevens County
Pope counties have both
percent of the cropland
in the west central area has been drained by artificial means (Allred and
Geiser, 1978).
South central Minnesota is an area of fertile farmland, a high
percentage of which IS made tillable by subsurface tile lines. Approximately
60 percent of the land in this region
presently drained (Allred and Ge~ser,
include Falrbault, Freeborn, LeSueur,





a wetness problem but is
5/
South central area counties–
Nlcollet, Waseca, and Watonwan
3,850 square miles. There E
a total of 8,571 farms m the area. The primary crops grown are corn and
soybeans. Beef cattle and hogs are important llvestock raised in this area
--—--~r-----------” Three additional count~es (Blue Earth, Rice, and Steele) were Included
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Figure I. Drainage Costs Study Area-7-
Land values in the south central region play an important role m
stimulating drainage. Average market value of cropland was $1,850 per
acre In 1980, 40 percent above average statewide value of cropland.
Drainage Methodsk’
As indicated earner, some fields may be drained using the random drai-




Random drainage 1s illustrated in Figure 2 and general field
Figure 3. With the exception of the Red River Valley, surface
used both for dralnlng of scattered wet areas and for mam
drains or county drams. Subsurface tile drains are used in both random
and ger.eralfield drainage.
Surface Ditches
Open ditches vary in depth and width depending on ram.fall patterns,
s~ze of dra~nage area, soil type, types
the potential for flooding from natural
of crops grown and desired protection,
watercourses, and the topographic set-
ting of the
simple as a
area to be drained. Ditches can be constructed wltl,equipment as
moldboard plow to heavy equipment such as scrapers ard dragllnes
Required equipment depends on the slope and design of the channel, exlstlng
moisture conditions, soil type, volume of work, accuracy required, and
f~nancial consxderatlons.
While surface ditches are usually much less costly to construct than
subsurface drainage systems, they can result In a loss of cropland. When
deep cuts are required it becomes more econom~cal to install subsurface
tile where conditions permit than surface ditches.
—————————.-— ——-.
;/
See also Advanced Drainage Systems (1976); Certain-Teed/Daymond Co.
(undate[); and Schwab et al. (1966) for a discussion of drainage ?r.~ctlces. —_ —--8-








o“ - surface Inlet and
---s- urface ditch
Figure 2. Random Field Drainage
Figure 3. General Field Drainage-9-
Subsurface Drams
Subsurface drams are used to drain random wet areas or entire fields
in a systematic pattern. When entire fields are drained to ellmlnate excess
SOI1 moisture lateral tile llnes are placed throughout the field connected
to a main drain llne. Random drainage with subsurface tile llnes often
requires a surface Inlet or blind inlet at the wetland. Subsurface drams
eventually lead to a surface outlet, emptying into a natural waterway or
surface ditch.
Concrete was the most popular material for drain tile used In Minnesota
until recently. Concrete tiles range m diameter from 5 inches to 24 inches.
Tile up to 8 Inches comes m 12-inch lengths, while larger tile IS in 30-nch
sections. Wall thickness for concrete tile M normally made about l/12th
of the diameter. On this basis, a 6-inch tile would have a l/2-inch wall
thickness, while a 12-inch tile would have walls 1 Inch thick.
Concrete drain tile are laid end to end m a trench dug on grade.
Cracks between adjoining tile allow water to enter. A slight to moderate
grade on the llne allows water to flow toward the outlet. A tile line
draining a wetland or wet SO1l area is called a lateral. Laterals are
connected to main llnes which carry water to an outlet. The outlet could
be a public ditch, a waterbody, or another wetland.
The depth of subsurface tile lines depends on the topography surrounding
the wetland to be drained. Random wetland drainage could involve depths of
14 feet or more over short distances. In Minnesota general field drainage
usually requires depths of from 2 to 5 feet and lateral spacxngs of 30 to
100 feet, depending on soil conditions and the locatlon and elevatlon of
the main llne. Due to sod alkall problems, in irrigated areas of Western
United States lateral llne spacing may be 150 to 600 feet w~th depths up
to 10 feet.-1o-
The high labor requ~rements of installing concrete tile along with
the Jelght of the tile promoted the development of plastlc tile. Plasrlc
tile accounts for half of the t~le installed in Nllnnesota today. It is
extremely lightweight when compared to concrete tile. A 250-fOot COil of
4-inch diameter plastic tubing weighs about 75 pounds and can be handled
by one person. An equivalent length of concrete tile would be a small truck
load. Plastic tile is installed m much less time than concrete and can be
installed with a variety of
expensive, but caution must
equipment.
be taken In
Mole plow Installation IS less
certain SO1lS since the walls of
the trench around the tile can become compacted by the plow so as to restrict
water flow. Plastic is not affected by SO1l acids and alkall nor is It
adversely
are being
affected by ground freezing. Advances in drain
made frequently. A recent development has been
of an arched plastic tile that is easier to handle and is





At least two conceptual approaches could be applied to estimate the costs
and returns to wetlands drainage. Dra~nage costs could be estimated through
an engineering approach or an empirical study of actual costs. Since prairie
wetlands represent a heterogeneous resource, an engineering approach was
ruled out. However, costs of general field drainage could be estimated
fairly accurately m this way. A personal interview of farm operators who
had drained in recent years was conducted to collect data on actual
drainage costs. This was done for each study area and both random wetland
drainage and general field drainage.
The dollar returns to drainage are measured by increases In crop
production on drained lands. Drained wetlands become nearly lndlstlnquishable-11-
parts of cropland. The crops grown on them are typically ldentlcal to crops
grown on adjacent upland. Where productive soils are properly drained,
yields will usually be significantly higher than yields from adjacent upland
areas. Yxelds on drained wetlands may be higher than average due to better
growing condltiorlsor they may be lower if drainage is inadequate. The crop
rotatxons on drained wetlands were assumed to be
rotations and were taken from a secondary source
Livestock Reporting Service, 1980). Crop yields
those reported by survey respondents, which were
county-wide yields.
The basic procedure was to use secondary data
and collect prmary data when necessary. Specific
explal-ledlater In the paper.
Previous Investlgatlons — ——






where Lt was appropriate
sources of data are
Few empirical studies have been conducted on the costs and returns
of wetlands drainage. Goldstein (1967) analyzed the feasibility of
wetland drainage In two areas of Minnesota. He concluded that under most
condltlons, drainage of permanent wetlands and most temporary wetlands was
not economically feasible under a free
crop subsidies and drainage assistance
feasible to the farm operator, but, in
market sltuatlon. The presence of
made some temporary wetland drainage
general, drainage of random wetlands
was not profitable from a strictly cash flow basxs. Goldsteln estimated the
full cost of tile drainage to be $157.49 per acre and of ditch drainage to
be $49.68 per acre, both m 1963 prices.
A survey of North Dakota farm operators resulted in an estimate of
$14 per acre to dram all types of wetlands In the northeast central part
of the state (Leltch and Scott, 1977). This figure represents an average-12-
1974 cost In an area where much of the drainage is done by farm operators.
Local relief is somewhat less than that in Minnesota and drainage in general
1s not as extensive as in Minnesota. As a result,the wetlands drained
represent those at the lower end of the cost range.
The U.S. Soil Conservat~on Service until recently provided technical
assistance to farmers wishing to drain. A 1978 SCS flat rate schedule
(U.S. SCS, 1978) listed the cost of surface drainage systems at $150 for all
of Minnesota except the Red River Valley where the cost was estimated to be
$350 per acre. Subsurface drain installation was estimated to cost
$350 m 1980. These figures are merely guides for estimating project
costs and actual costs may vary considerably depending on local conditions.
Surface drainage costs m Manitoba were estimated to average $76 per
acre in the early 19701s (Rigaux and Singh, 1977), Nme out of 15 projects
evaluated were found to be infeasible given the benef~t-cost ratios




a low of $42 per acre to a high of $116 per acre.
The dearth of drainage cost estimates m the publ~shed literature prompted
study. Goldstein’s estimates would be the most applicable if they
not antiquated. Therefore, much of the current analysis is patterned
after the work of Goldsteln.
Sample Selectlon and Summary Statistics . — .—-—
The west central Minnesota study area was sampled first. Prellmlnary
mvestlgations mdlcated that approximately 300 farm operators had drained
wetlands in the period from 1978 to 1980. Identlfymg those who had drained
turned out to be a dlfflcult task.
Public agency personnel and others, who asked that their ldentlty remain-13-
confidential, were able to provide names of approximately 75 mdlviduals
who they thought had drained. The Federal Freedom of Information Act
prevented individuals from public agenc~es from identifying potential
respondents in several Instances. Drainage contractors were equally
reluctant to talk about who they had drained for.
Letters explaining the need for drainage cost Information were mailed
to each potential respondent within two weeks prior to the time they were
v~sited by the interviewer. In most cases this facilitated data collection
by advance ldent~fication of the Individual collecting data and provldlng
lead time for potential respondents to think about their past drainage. One
interviewer was used throughout the survey work to ellminate any variability
m responses due to interviewer personalities.
Completed, usable surveys were obtaned from 35 farm operators who
had dra?ned in the west central study area. However, not all of these had
drained within the past three years.
Several explanations can be offered as to why the identified population
and resulting sample were kept small. First, It was difficult to obtain names
of people who had drained, as discussed above. Wetland issues have received
increasing attention In the media in this area especially as they relate to
the state Public Waters Law. This attention has heightened peoplels awareness
of the public values of wetlands and the possible illegal nature of some drainage.
Several of the 75 ndividuals identified as drainers responded that they
had only done maintenance work. Many refused to answer any quest~ons regard-
ing their drainage because they were currently involved in legal proceedings
concerning drainage they had done. Others had draned during the 1960’s
and 19501s. Finally, there were those that refused to cooperate feeling It
was not anyone’s business but their own what they had done.-14-
Cooperation in identifying a drainer population in the south central
study area was much better than In the west central area. Publlc agency
personnel were not able to provide any names of drainers, while drainage
contractors were usually more than willing. Twenty-two drainage contractors
were selected at random m the study area. Each was asked a few questions
about their charges for drainage work and further asked to identify three
or four individuals that they had drained for during the past three years.
A total of 161 potential drainers were identified in this manner and by
asking survey respondents if they knew of anyone else that had drained,
Sixty-two usable surveys were obtained in the south central area. One
possible explanation for better cooperation in the south central area relates
to the level of government involvement in wetlands preservation. There is
approximately seven times more wetland under FWS/DNR control in the west
central area than in the south central area.
Summary data for respondents in the two study areas are presented in
Table 1. Respondents were very similar m most respects with a few notable
exceptions. No one surveyed in the south central area had participated in
a wetlands preservation program. This 1s due pr~marily to the lack of
availability of these programs in the area.
The average area drained was considerably larger in the south central
area. Random wetland drainage predominates the west central area, while
general field drainage ~s found in the south central area.
Therewere no problems farming drained areas m the south central study
area, but half of the respondents in the west central area reported having
problems. The source of most of the problems was Inadequate drainage.
Less than half of the drainage done in the west central area was
done with surface ditches, while 57 percent was done with subsurface tiles.
All of the drainage was of random wetlands or wet areas. Only 5 percent of-15-
TABLE 10 DRAINAGE SURVEY SUMMARY STATISTICS
—
Study Area .-—————
West Central ~outh Central — ———
Number of respondents
Primary occupation was farming
Operated their farms an average of
Were dairy farmers,
hog/beef operators,
cash grain farmers, or
diversified operators.
Average farm size was
Drained land was used for cropland or
pasture.
Would like to drain more wetlands, but
had not because too expensive,
had not gotten to it yet, or
had other reasons.
Participated m a wetland preservation program
Dld not participate because of low payment,
did not want government involvement,
was not the right soil type, or
gave other reasons.
Average wetland or area drained was
Typical wetland drained was open water
Land surrounding drained area was cropland,
pasture,
or other.
Had problems farming drained wetlands
Problem was poor construction or design
lhd their own drainage work
Used surface ditches
Used subsurface tiles






























































SOURCE : February/March 1981 survey of farm operators.-16-
the respondents reported using ditch drainage in the south central area
and these were in conjunction with tile drainage systems.
~eturns to Drainage ——
Private landowner returns to drainage include Increased
production sales, decreased nuisance or avoidance costs, and
agricultural
a component for
the net influence of intangibles. The monetary value of increased crop
sales can be estimated by multiplying price by quant~ty and netting out
costs: v = p.q - dC ; where pl
11
is the price of commodity i, qi is the
1
quantity of commodity= (or the change m output), and dC= is the change In
agricultural production expenses in production of commodity i. Assuming
values are lnvarlant with respect to time, the present value, V of the
P’
flow of benefits m the form of increased crop production 1s estimated
as follows: V = (Picll- dC=)Z; where Z is a present value multiplier ~’
P
The value of nuisance or avoidance costs of wetlands In cropland IS
dlfflcult to estimate. The cost of farming around power line structures
has been studied by Hanus (1979) and Gronhovd et al. (1981) Decreased ———
efficiency of field operations stemmed from reduced speed and overlapping
operations. The main factors in increased cost of farming around obstacles
——..—————.—_
‘lBenefits associated with wetlands drainage generally occur over long
periods of time (15 years in this study). Costs, however, are Incurred
at the start of the project. To account for this difference in time
frame the stream of expected future benefits must be ‘discounted’ to
reflect Its present value. The value today of next year’s net return
1s a fraction less than one of this year’s net return; the value today
of the net return two years from today IS equal to a smaller fraction of
today’s net return; etc. Adding all the annual discounted values together
gives the present value of the discounted benefit stream. A present value
multiplier is merely the sum of the annual fractions. The multiplier 1s
sensitive both to discount rate used and life of project assumed.-17-
were the value of production lost, the value of extra time to farm around
the obstacle, and the cost of weed control around the structure. While Hanus
and Gronhovd et al. were able to estimate dollar values for losses due to —-
farming around transmission line structures, it 1s extremely optimistic to
expect to estimate such a value for farming around heterogeneous wetlands
randomly located throughout a field.
Estimation of a value for the net Influence of Intangibles 1s well
beyond the reach of economists at this time. Each individual farm operator
has a unique set of values, with alternative uses of wetlands affecting
their satisfaction uniquely. This analysis WI1l concentrate on the monetary
value of increased crop sales which will provide a floor upon which nuisance
costs and intangible values can be added when they are known or can be
estimated.
The returns to drainage depend upon a host of factors, some of which
the farmer can control, others which he cannot. Prices for crops produced
affect the profitability of drainage, but an individual farm operator has
little Influence over market price. The interest rate or opportunity
cost of money invested in the drainage proJect also affects the return, which
In turn lS tied to the useful llfe of the project. Landowners can decide
which crops to grow in what proportions, but cannot predetermine yields.
They can Influence yields through selection of input levels, but have no
control over natural inputs such as the weather. Costs of a variety of
productive inputs, both for drainage and for continuing production of crops,
are subject to the vagaries of the marketplace.
Monetary returns to drainage of random wetlands In cropland, using either
ditches or tiles, can be estimated as the vlaue of crop production from the
drained area. Predramage crop production lS normally not slgnlflcant. With
general field drainage, however, predrainage crop production could range-18-
from negligible to full production during dry years. It becomes concep-
tually more difficult to estunate net returns to general field drainage
because of the extreme variability in predranage crop production.
Prices
Crop prices are perhaps the single most Important tangible stim~lus
to dranage. Landowners weight their expected net returns against the
estimated costs of drainage. Prices selected for this analysls are 5-year
plannlng prices as developed by University of Minnesota Agricultural
Economists for farm management planning.s’ Each farm operator has a price
in mind when making investment decisions. These supply inducing prices may
be functions of past prices, futures prices, or current prices. It is
assumed that prices used n this analysis (Table 2) are reasonable surrogates
for farm operator expectations.
Discount Rate
The benefits associated with on-farm drainage occur over a period of




must be discounted to account for this difference In time perspective.
to be received next year has a much different present value than
to be received 15 or 20 years from now. Discounting the benefit
stream facilitates a comparison with costs incurred at the start of the
project.
—.—.—.——.——..
~’Five-year plannlng prices are from “Farm Plannlng Prices”, a farm
management guide distributed by University of Minnesota, Agricultural
Extension Service. These prices can be expected to prevail In the near
future and are assumed to be those used by farm operators when planning
drainage investments.-19-




Corn (grain) $2.50 bushel
Soybeans 6.40 bushel
All Wheat 3.50 bushel
Oats 1.35 bushel
Barley 2.10 bushel
All Hay 40.00 ton
Sunflowers 10.50 Cwt.
_—
SOURCE : “Farm Plannlng Prices,” University of Minnesota, Agricultural
Extension Service, 1980.-20-
Selection of a discount rate when analyzing public investment pro3ects
has been a disputed issue for economists for some time. However, the rate
for private proJects is the market rate, the opportunity cost of using
Internal capital, whichever is lowest, or a weighted combination of these
two. Individuals can either borrow project funds, or use their own capital
and forgo interest on returns from alternative investments. In times of
volatile interest rates, as presently being experienced, the market rate
is difficult to establlsh for long term investments. It varies across
lenders and borrowers. Some borrowers are able to acquire government sub-
sidized rates for selected investments while others are not. Discount
rates of 8 and 12 percent are used In this analysls, representing a
realistic range when real annual returns are used for comparison.
Present value factors are shown in Table 3 for the discount rates selected.
Higher discount rates reduce the value of the stream of future benefits, and
vice versa. In other words, a higher discount rate would make preservation
relatively more attractive than drainage, because it would reduce the present
value of drainage benefits.
ProJect Life
On-farm drainage ditches lose their effectiveness after approximately
15 yearsz’ (Rlgaux and Slngh, 1977). The effective llfe of ditches can be
extended with maintenance, while preventive measures extend the life of tile
llnes. Using a planning horizon of 15 years is a period long enough to be
realistic but not so long as to present questions on the propriety of dxstant
. ..———— ——
~’The U.S. Soil Conservation Service (1978) suggests a project llfe for
open channels of 25 years with a low level of maintenance; and tile systems
to last from 10 to 25 years. Goldstein (1967) reported the useful life of
a tile system was from 20 to 50 years. Increasing the project life to 25
years would ncrease benefits by 25 and 15 percent respectively at 8 and
12 percent discount rates.-21-
TABLE 3. Discount Factors for 8 and 12 Percent
——.———.—
Present value of $1
Present value of $1 received each year
Year (n)



























































































SOURCE : Richard D. Aplm and George L. Casler, Capital Investment
Analysis, Grid, Inc., Columbus, Ohio, 1973. ——-22-
benefits.
Crop Rotations and Yields
The returns to drainage are sensitive to the mix of crops grown
on drained lands. Drained land is assumed to be allocated among the
various crops in the same proportions as cropland currently in production
In the study areas. Current crop rotations were estimated usxng published
annual statistics (Minnesota Crop and Livestock Reporting Service, 1980).
Two crop rotation schemes were developed for the west central study
area due to significant differences in yields and rotations. A northern (N)
composite acre represents the situation In Otter Tall, Becker, Douglas, and
that portion of Clay County outside of the Red River Valley. The southern
(S) composite acre represents the situation in Stevens, Grant, and Pope
counties. One composite acre was sufficient to represent the agricultural
patterns in the south central study area. The composite acres are shown both
in Table 4 and on Figure 4. They represent what could be expected to be
grown on drained lands.~’ Specialty crops or crops that make up only a small
portion of total planted acreage are not Included. In the case of specialty
crops, such as sugar beets or potatoes, the expected return may be considerably
greater than for county-wide crop patterns.
Yields were selected on the basis of what farm operators could expect
to obtain. The crop years used for estimating average yields were 1977, 1978,
and 1979. Weather data for the study area lndlcate that 1979 was a year of
average preclpltation, while 1977 was sllghtly wetter than normal, and 1978
“A composite acre lS a representation of agricultural land use In a
region. It shows what proportion of the cropland lS seeded to the various
crops. A composite acre can also be used to represent the mlx of crops
grown over time, and may be used to represent the mlx of crops that would

































West Central Sub-Area N
South Central Area
West Central Sub-Area S
Figure 4. C~mposite Acres Used in Dralnage Analysis-25-
was sllghtly drier than normal. Most landowners indicated they expected to
get better than average yields from their drained lands, however, cases of
inadequate draxnage and poorly installed systems may reduce actual yields.
Yields as reported by survey respondents (Table 4) are used in the analysis
which follows.
Production Expenses
Crop production on adequately drained wetlands requires the same set
of inputs as on upland cropland. The majority of wetlands drained by
respondents were semi-permanent or permanent. Therefore, the assumption is
made that crop production from wetlands was Infrequent and Inslgnlflcant prior
to drarnage.
Three classes of production costs involved In producing agricultural
crops are cash expenses, land and other overhead costs, and crop insurance.
Cash expenses are variable costs m.curred only with crop production and Include
money spent for fuel, oil, repairs, fertilizer, seed, chemicals, and hired
labor. These costs must be considered in either short- or long-run analyses.
Land charges are not included m this anlaysls, even though they
represent a substantial opportunity cost, because they represent a sunk cost
and do not affect the drainage decision. The land charge is the same if the
wetland 1s drained or undrained. The agricultural market value of the land
can change which changes the land tax paid. If purchasing wetland expressly
to dram and farm was being considered, the land charge would play a key
role in the investment analysls. In addition, the ownership cost for land
var~es considerably among farm operators depending on their debt-equity
balance and the nitial cost and financing arrangements.
Other costs that vary among farm operators are labor and machinery costs.-26-
A labor charge is i-ncludedas a cost in the profitability analysls. It
includes the value of the farm operator’s labor. Net returns were initially
computed both with and without cost for owning machinery, but It is assumed
that a marginal addition to cropland w~ll not change the machinery complement.
In addition, wear and tear on farm machinery may be reduced by removing
wetland obstacles to farming. Considerable time may be spent farming around
wetlands, so no increased machinery charge is added for a marginal addition
to cropland. The possibility of getting mired down in a wetland is also
lessened, thus reducing the chances of machinery damage.
Crop Insurance can be included either as an insurance premium or as
a discount on expected returns. This cost accounts for the r~sk element
in agricultural production and is accounted for as a production outlay.
There are three feasible scenarios relative to Inclusion or exclusion
of selected production expenses:
1) Land and machinery included: Farmer buys land for expansion,
enough acreage that he has to consider expanding his
machinery lne.
2) Machinery included: Farmer drams land already owned. Large
enough plot that he has to expand his machinery line.
3) Land and machinery excluded: Farmer drains owned land to ease
his operation. Farms with existing macinery, because of time
savings he can cover more acres than before.
The third scenario is assumed to be most likely for contemporary drainage
decisions m Minnesota. Table 5 shows production expenses for study areas
N and S under scenarios 2) and 3).
Net Returns
The annual income stream a landowner can expect from an acre of
drained wetland is the amount of production times product price. The return
over production expenses is the profit or net return. Expected net annual-27-
TABLE 5. Composite Acre Production Costsa on Drained Wetland in 1980
———
South Central
West Central Minnesota Minnesota
Costs Excluded Sub-Area N Sub-Area S
Land $111.97 $116.72 $163.93
Land and Machinery 86.53 89.82 $135.99
aProduction costs are from Anthony et al. (1980) and are computed on
the basis of composite acres presented m Table 4.-28-
returns are shown in Table 6 under the two cost and two yield scenarios.
These values are sensitive to crop rotations, yields, prices, input costs,
and farm management skills. The potential range of annual net
go from a loss of all cash expenses to a substantial profit in
high crop prices and high local yields.
benefits could
a year of
The present value of the stream of annual benefits 1s compared with the
current cost of drainage to deternnne profitability. Present values were
calculated using a project life of 15 years without maintenance. A project
l~fe of 25 years with maintenance is introduced later m the paper. Present
values of net returns range from $284 to $464 m sub-area N, $597 to $974
m sub-area S, and $1,004 to $1,639 in the south central area (Table 7).
To facilitate compar~son of returns with costs over a number of years
the present values of annual net returns were indexed using 1980 as the base
year. This resulted in a series of estimated present values for the years
1972 through 1979 (Table 7). The present values reported in Table 7 can
be compared with the cost as reported by year by respondent to estimate
the profitability of past drainage decisions.
Drainage Costs
Survey respondents reported drainage costs for years from 1970 through
1980. These year-specific costs were inflated to 1980 dollars (Table 8)
using a composite price index (Table 9). Use of this index assumes drainage
technology and industry structure have been constant during the time period.
A small-sample test of differences in means showed there were no slgnlfl-
cant differences at the 5 percent level in either tile or ditch drainage costs
between west central sub-areas N and S. In addltlon, there were no differences
m drainage costs due to farm size or type of farm. The source of varlatlon-29-
TABLE 6. Net Annual Crop Production Returns Per Acre of Drained Wetlanda, 1980
West Central Minnesota South Central Minnesota









Land $16.32 $60.74 $119.48
Land and Machinery $41.76 $87.64 .$147.42
—— ——














































Sample Coefflclent of Confidence
Size Mean Varlationa Intervalb
——.—— —— ———————





$ 99 - $ 191
$103 - $ 183
$165 - $ 383
West Central Minnesota Tile DralnageC_ —.———
ed
$626 0.39 $480 - $ 772
12e $514 0.57 $400 - $ 628
18f $622 0.86 $455 - $ 789
~gg $781 1.11 $516 - $1,046
South Central Ggneral Field Drainage ———
lld $373 0.52 $292 - $ 454
3lh $374 0.57 $325 - $ 423
621 $477 0.66 $425 - $ 529
.— .———— ———.——————
SOURCE : Survey of farm operators, winter 1981,
aThe coefficient of varlatlon is an indicator of variab~lity around the mean.
It is the standard deviation (s) divided by the mean (X). Values close to
zero represent very llttle variability among responses, while values near or
greater than 1.0 indicate considerable variability.
bThere is an eighty percent probability that any additional observation would
fall in this interval.
cAlthough there was not a statistically significant difference between mean
values of ditch and tile drainage costs, they are treated separately.
d
Costs as reported by respondents for 1980.
‘Includes costs for 1978 and 1979 Indexed to 1980
f
Includes costs for 1972 through 1979, except one
costs .
‘Includes costs for 1972 through 1979, except one
costs .
and 1980 co~ts.
extreme value, and 1980
extreme value, and 1980
h
Includes costs for 1978, 1979, and 1981 Indexed to 1980 and 1980 costs
1
Includes costs for 1970 - 1979 and 1981 Indexed to 1980 and 1980 costs.-32-














SOURCE : U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis,
Survey of Current Business. —
‘-’Ditch index is weighted average of construction machinery (67%) and fuels
(33%) indexes.
~’Tile index is weighted average of construction machinery (50%), fuels (25%),
and concrete products (25%).-33-
in drainage costs may be due solely to d~fferences m selected wetland
characteristics and topographic setting.
The coefficients of varlatlon for drainage (Table 8) indicate there
was llttle consistency In reported wetland drainage cost in the west central
study area where random wetland drainage M most common. It may be possible
to drain large ditches or tile lines. On the other hand, small wetlands in
areas of high local rellef may require long, deep open channels or subsurface
tile llnes. An attempt to estimate statistically equations for west central
ditch and tile drainage costs showed constructed outlet length, cut depth,
and percent open water to be mfluentlal variables.
Drainage cost data can be used to test the profitability of past drainage
declslons. In other words, an ex post benefit/cost analysls can be made of
past drainage investments by comparing costs as reported by year and benefits
as shown in Table 7. Estimates of drainage costs can also be used to predict
the profitability of potential drainage, given expected benefit levels.
Income Tax Considerations
Income taxes can have a significant impact on the relative cost and
returns of drainage Investments. The exact impact of tax implications 1s
dependent on the Income and tax situation of each farm operator. The fact
that ditch construction and maintenance costs are deductible would have little
Impact on a farm operator with no taxable income. However, tax deductions
could reduce the real cost of drainage considerably for a farm operator in
an upper Income bracket. But, while the cost of drainage may be reduced, so
are the net returns to crop production.
For purposes of th~s analys~s two tax sltuati.onsare depicted: (1) no
tax Ilablllty, and (2) 40 percent combined federal and state tax llablllt~-34-
Extension farm management specialists suggest
fall m the 40 percent bracket (Farmer, 1981).
many Minnesota farmers would
Leitch and Danielson (1979)
have shown.it is the young, expansion-minded farmers that are the most
llkely to drain. These farmers may also be in the lowest tax brackets due
to high debt and interest obligations coincident with getting established.
On the other hand, the respondents to the drainage costs survey reported
they had been farmng an average of 25 years--definitely not beginning
farmers. These higher income farmers may drain in good years when capital
is available and tax incent~ves are greater.
Tile drainage costs quallfy for a 10 percent investment credit and
a 20 percent first year depreciation in the year they are incurred. The
remaining 80 percent of cost can be deducted over a period of years and
under various depreciation schedules. Eight years at 10 percent per year
straight-line depreciation was assumed to be a representative schedule.
Ditch drainage costs qualify as deductible expenses, initial expenses
as first year deductions and annual ma~ntenance as a business expense.
Drainage System Maintenance
Periodic maintenance of drainage ditches is required to maintain
their function and to extend their useful life. This is especially true
when they are regularly crossed with farm machinery during normal crop
production operations. Annual maintenance requirements depend on SO1l
erodability, frequency of crossing with farm machnery, rainfall, wind,
vegetation, and a number of d~tch character~stlcs such as slope, s~de slope,
and how straight or crooked It is.
Estimates of the cost of ditch maintenance range from 3 percent of
lnitlal cost per year (U.S. SCS, 1978) assuming a 15-year llfe to one-third-35-
of the original cost every 7 years (Goldstein, 1967). These two maintenance
cost estimates have an approximately equal impact on the present value of
drainage costs.
Preventative maintenance of subsurface tile drains can extend their
I.sefullife. Ways of maintaining the effectiveness of tile drains include
ensuring outlet ditches and surface inlets are kept clean, installing
sediment traps, controlling rodents and plant roots, and keeping llvestock
and heavy equipment away from shallow lines.
Cropland Loss to D~tches
Surface drains may or may not be farmable.~~’ Some are maintamed as
grassed waterways while others are barely noticeable ln cropland. The land
lost from production may equal or exceed land area gained if a long, deep
ditch IS required. However, lt IS assumed in this analysis that all ditches
are able to be farmed the same as adJaCent cropland. In many cases this
assumption willnct appreciably affect the results. Subsurface drans are
assumed to be used where ditches would take a disproportionate amount of land.
Landowner Benefits of Natural Wetlands
Wetlands in the~r natural condition may provide some benefits to their
owners. Crop production prior to drainage is included in equation (3), but
12/
was found to be almost msignificant.- The values of stock water, recreation,
.——— .—
4~’We failed to ask survey
surface drainage ditches. This
cost analyses.
1*I
respondents the amount of land lost due to
variable should be considered In future drainage
‘i’Over two-thirds of the respondents to the drainage cost survey never
harvested a crop from wetlands before they were drained. Those who reported
gettng a crop on undrained wetland saxd It occurred approximately every third
year, but yields were considerably below average.-36-
furbearer harvest, hunting leases,Q’ erosion control, and other possible owner
benefits may be important to some farm operators and not to others. In most
Instances these benefits are relatively Insignificant (dollarwlse) when
compared to drainage benefits. Their excluslon from the analysls should
not bias the results.
111, RESULTS
The returns to drainage vary considerably across Minnesota. Estimated
annual net returns to crop production range from $42 in the west central
study area to $147 in the south central region (Table 6). If landowners want-
to recover their drainage costs with increases In production they can spend
no more than the present values of these annual returns to drain land.
Present values were shown to range from $284 to $1,639 (Table 7) depending
on assumptions regarding discount rate and study area.
Net returns w1ll be presented in two ways in this section: 1) by
Individual drainage projects, and 2) comparing average costs with average
returns. The first scenario gives a feel for why past drainage decisions
were made, while the latter offers suggestions as to the general profltablllty
of on-farm drainage.
Net Returns to Drai~e —
The present values of the stream of annual agricultural production
benefits of drainage were presented above m Table 7. These net returns,
indexed to the appropriate years, will be compared with actual drainage costs
as reported by respondents. Results are reported by individual for each of
three study areas as well as averages.
‘1 Dorf (1981) has argued that the values of hunting leases may exceed
the benefits of drainage in at least parts of Mlnnesotars Region 6W.-37-
Monetary Benefits
Dollar returns are the most important tangible incentive for drainage
for many farm operators. Others dram to remove nuisances or square up
fields. Whatever the reason, a balance between cost to drain and dollar
returns to drainage can be made.
Ditch Drainage
Fifteen respondents had drained random wetlands with ditches since 1972.
With only one exception (before taxes at 12 percent discount rate) all ditch
drainage projects yielded positive net benefits--the return was greater
than the cost (Appendix Tables Al, A2). The effect of taxes was to lower
both net gains and losses. An individual who appeared to have a loss before
taxes, had a small gain after taxes were considered.
Ditch drainage construction costs can be expected to be between $103
and $183 per acre drained (Table 8). Ditch drainage costs are highly
variable due to the nature of random wetland drainage, but they are also
low relative to crop returns.
Average net returns to drainage in Sub-Area N are $214 before taxes and
$128 after taxes (Table 10, 8 percent), All drainage costs are recovered in
5 years. With the same cost to drain and higher returns, the net returns
in Sub-Area S average $607 before taxes and $450 after taxes (Table 10).
Ditch draxnage costs are recovered n only 2 years m Sub-Area S.
If we Include ditch maintenance In the analysis, the returns are even
more rewarding. Assuming annual maintenance expenditures of 3 percent of
inltlal construction costs would extend the useful ditch life to 25 years,
net benefits would rise approximately 17 percent at 8 percent discount rate
and 10 percent at 12 percent duz.countrate (Table 11).-38-
TABLE 10. West Central Minnesota Ditch Drainage Costs and Benefits
Per Acre, Without Maintenance, 1980a
.—
Sub-Area N Sub-Area S
— —— —
BEFORE TAXES
Costb $143 (103 - 183)C $143 (103 - 183)
Discount Rate Discount Rate — —————
g? 12% 8% 12% --- -- -—-
Gross Benefltd $ 357 $ 284 $ 750 $ 597
Net Benefit (= G)e 214 141 607 454
B/C Ratios 2.5 2.0 5.2 4.2
Years to Payback 5 5 2 2
AFTER TAXESf —
Costb $86 (62 -:0) $86 (62 - 110)
Gross Benefitd $ 214 $ 170 $ 450 $ 358
Net Benefit (= G)e 128 84 364 272
B/C Ratios 2.5 2.0 5.2 4.2
Years to Payback 5 5 2 2
———
aA 15-year useful project llfe is assumed.
b
From Table 9.
cNumbers in parentheses represent 80 percent confidence interval.
d
From Table 8. Returns over agricultural production expenses.
‘Returns over agricultural production expenses and drainage costs.
f
All farm operators are assumed to be m a 40 percent combined
(federal and state) tax bracket. Ditch costs are deducted from
taxable income in the year they are Incurred.-39-
TABLE 11. I+Jest Central Mnnesota Ditch Drainage Costs and Benefits
Per Acre, With Maintenance, 1980a
Sub-Area N Sub-Area S
— ——.———
BEFORE TAXES
Costb $143 (103 - 183)C $143 (103 - 183)
Discount Rate Discount Rate ——
8% 12% 8% 12% -- --- -- ---
Gross Benefitd,e
$ 400 $ 294 $ 890 $ 654
Net Benefit (= G)f 2.57 151 747 511
B/C Ratios 2.8 2.1 6.2 4.6
Years to Payback 5 6 2 2
AFTER TAXESg —
cost $86 (62 - 110) $ 86 (62 - 110)
Gross Benefit $ 240 176 $ 534 $ 392
Net Benefit (= G) 154 90 448 306
B/C Ratios 2.8 2.0 6.2 4.6
Years to Payback 5 6 2 2
— —.-
aAnnual maintenance expenses of 3 percent of ~nitial construction cost
are assumed to extend the useful llfe of the project to 25 years.
b
From Table 9.
cNumbers In parentheses represent 80 percent confidence interval.
d
From Table 8 after netting out present value of annual maintenance cost.
‘Returns over agricultural production
f
Returns over agricultural production
‘All farm operators are assumed to be
and state) tax bracket. Ditch costs
in the year they are Incurred.
expenses.
expenses and drainage costs.
in a 40 percent combined (federal
are deducted from taxable income-40-
Random Subsurface Drainage
Nineteen respondents had used subsurface drains to drain random wetlands
since 1972. Nine respondents from Sub-Area N drained with subsurface tiles,
with five of those having an apparent net loss at both discount rate and tax
situations (Appendix Table A3). Roughly two-thirds of the subsurface
drainage by respondents n Sub-Area S resulted in a positive net benefit.
The effect of taxes on tile drainage was to reduce gains and losses (Appendix
Table A4).
Tile drainage costs can be expected to range from $400 to $628 per acre
drained (Table 8). Tile drainage costs for random wetlands are no less
variable than random ditch drainage. Average net returns to tile drainage
In Sub-Area N are negative (Table 12). In other words, the costs of drainage
can never be recovered given the low gains m agricultural productivity.
There may be overriding non-monetary or unquantified returns to drainage,
however.
Average net returns in Sub-Area S are $236 before taxes and $103 after
taxes using an 8 percent discount rate (Table 12). It would take 9 years
to pay back drainage costs before taxes and 10 years after. Average net returns
are considerably lower when a 12 percent discount rate IS used, but they
are still posltlve.
General Field Drainage
General field drainage is popular In southern Minnesota. Our Interest
IS primarily wetland drainage, but unfortunately (from an analytical stand-
point) wetlands are drained along with the rest of the f~eld. As described
above, entire fields are lattlced with subsurface drain tile. Only a fraction
of the total area may be wetland, while the remaining area 1s cropland. The-41-
TABLE 12. West Central Minnesota Subsurface Tile Drainage Costs and
Benefits Per Acre, 1980a
Sub-Area N Sub-Area S
Costb
Gross Benefitd,e





$514 (400 - 628)C $514 (400 - 628)
Discount Rate Discount Rate —
8% 12% 8% 12% -- --- -- ---
$ 357 $ 284 $ 750 $ 597
-157 -230 236 83
0.7 0.6 1.5 1.2
> 50 > 50 9 12
AFTER TAXE~g
$421 (328 - 515) $421 (328 - 515)
Discount Rate Discount Rate —. —
8% 12% 8% 12% -. --- -- ---
Gross Benefit $ 301 $ 265 $ 524 $ 455
Net Benefit (= G) -120 -156 103 34
B/C Ratios 0.7 0.6 1.2 1.1
Year to Payback > 50 > 50 10 15
— ————...
aA 15-year useful pro3ect llfe 1s assumed.
b
From Table 8.
cNumbers m parentheses represent 80 percent confidence Interval.
d
From Table 7.
‘Returns over agricultural production expenses.
f
Returns over agr~cultural production expenses and drainage costs.
‘All farm operators are assumed to be in a 40 percent combined (federal
and state) tax bracket Tile costs are deducted from taxable Income
20 percent In year 1 and 10 percent In each of years 2 through 9,
assuming annual depredation on a straight-line basis. Tile costs also
quallfy for a 10 percent investment credit in the year they are incurred.-42-
prlmary reason for general field drainage in southern Minnesota M to
remove excess SO1l moisture , wetlands are drained as a secondary motive.
The cost to drain the wetland area 1s dlfflcult to separate from the
cost to dram the entire field. However, it Is at least as costly to
dram areas with standing water or depressions that accumulate runoff than
~t 1s to dram SO1lS with a wetness problem,
Two alternatives are feasible for ferreting out the cost to dra~n
wetlands when their drainage is a part of general field drainage. First,
the cost could be assumed equal to the average per acre cost for the entire
area drained. Second, the cost to add wetland drainage to the system could
be calculated for each of the systems respondents reported. This second
technique is no less subject to bias than the first and much more tedious.
Wetlands were defined In the survey as nontillable areas with temporary
or permanent standing water and possibly wetland vegetation present. There-
fore, reported pre-drainage crop production was negllgable on these areas.
The Improvement brought about by drainage could go from zero percent of
potential production to 100 percent. Drainage of wet soils brought cropland
from a lower productivity to 100 percent of potent~al (based on the composite
acres developed earlier). As a basis for analysls, we will assume that prior
to drainage production on tillable land, although w~th excess soil moisture,
was equal to 50 percent of potential. Since estimatmg profitability of
general field drainage was not included in our objectives, we did not
explicitly collect information on before and after drainage performance.
Appendix Table A5 presents data on 58 on-farm drainage projects In
south central Minnesota. In most all cases the net benefit to drainage of
wetlands 1s positive. In only one Instance at 8 percent discount rate. and-43-
two at 12 percent discount rate was drainage of wetlands not feasible on
a strictly cash flow basis.
Alternatively, general field drainage was feasible 52 out of 58 times
at 8 percent discount rate and 47 out of 58 times at 12 percent discount
rate. However, In those instances where prima facie mdlcations are general ——
field drainage was not economically feasible there may have been individual
circumstances that made it viable.
Looking at average wetlands drainage cost and returns figures, It appears
to be a profitable venture in south central Minnesota. Drainage costs before
taxes run between $325 and $423, while the present value of the stream of
returns averages $1,262 at 8 percent discount rate (Table 13). It would
take an up front payment of $888 to make the farm operator Indifferent to
drainage on a strictly cash basis.
The situation changes slightly if taxes are considered. Costs average
$266 to $346, because of the influence of the investment credit and deductible
expenses. Benefits are reduced by taxes and Increased by cost deductions
in years 2 through 9. The payment required to make the farm operator as well
off financially after taxes are considered would be .$688at 8 percent d~scount
rate.
In general, it 1s profitable to dram to remove excess SO1l moisture If
predrainage production is 50 percent or less of postdrainage production,
when postdrainage production IS equivalent to the composite acre developed
above. Average costs of general field drainage are from $325 to $423, while
average benefits are $631 at 8 percent d~scount rate and $502 at 12 percent
discount rate.-44-
TABLE 13. South Central Minnesota Subsurface Tile Drainage Costs and




Excess SOI1 Molsturec — ———— —— —
BEFORE TAXES
Costd $374 ($325 - $423)e $374 ($325 - $423)
Discount Rats Discount Rate — .—.————






$1,262 $1,004 $ 631 $ 502
888 630 257 128
3.4 2.7 1.7 1.3
3 3 7 7
AFTER TAXESh —- —
$306 ($266 - $346) $306 ($266 - $346)
Discount Rate Discount Rate —..—..——— —-———————
8% 12% 8% 12% -- --- -- ---
Gross Benefit 994 810 497 405
Net Benefit 688 504 191 99
B/C Ratios 3.2 2.6 1.6 1.3
Years to Payback 3 3 7 7
aA 15-year useful project life 1s assumed.
b
Wetlands drainage is drainage of land that was not cropped prior to drainage,
therefore the change in crop production was from zero to 100 percent of the
composite acre described in the text.
cDralnage to remove excess soil moisture is drainage of land that was previously
cropped. Crop production is assumed to go from 50 percent before dralnmg to
100 percent of the composite acre after drainage.
dFrom Table 8.
‘Numbers in parentheses represent 80 percent confidence Interval.
f
From Table 7, returns over agricultural production expense.
‘Returns over agricultural production expenses and drainage costs.
h
.4,11 farm operators are assumed to be In a 40 percent combined (federal and
state) tax bracket. Tile costs are deducted from taxable income 20 percent
In year 1 and 10 percent In each of years 2 through 9, assuming annual depre-
ciation on a straight-llne basis. Tile costs also qualify for a 10 percent
investment credit in the year they are incurred.-45-
Nonmonetary Benefits of Drainage
While the obvious measure of the feasibility of drainage IS dollars
and cents, there are other Incentives and benefits to drainage. Land drainage
m general promotes root growth so plants can sustain dry periods; makes
fert~llzer application more effective; aerates the SO1l; expands cropping
poss~bdities; saves tune and labor; extends the growing and harvesting
season; Increases yields; reduces runoff and erosion; increases land value;
reduces soil damage; and reduces nuisance weed and wildlife problems. Many
of these benefits of drainage translate back to Increased crop production,
or reduced costs of production. Others have less obvious benefits m
dollar terms, such as reducing runoff or erosion.
The social and nonmonetary benefits of wetland drainage should not be
overlooked, neither from the individual drainer’s perspective nor from
society’s perspective. Wetland drainage permits farm operators to shift row
crops and small grains from areas subject to erosion to drained lands, wh~le
putting these former cropland acres m a permanent cover, such as hay. Good
SOI1 conservation practices on cropland are conducive to rainfall and snow-
melt mflltratlon, leading to groundwater recharge and reducng problems with
runoff. While wetlands can serve as flrebreaks when they are wet, they may
be prone to fires in the fall and spring of the year when the vegetation 1s
dry.
The problems revolved with estimating a nuisance factor for wetlands m
cropland were discussed above. One can refer from the fact that In several
instances there was a net dollar loss associated with dranage, that farm
operators were willing to pay this amount to be rld of a real or magined
nuisance or simply underestimated costs or overestimated returns. They felt
lt was worth the money spent to save time and reduce the chance of gettxng
mired down In a wetland. With modem, large farm machinery any obstacle m-46-
an otherwise open field can cause delays and bothersome avoidance costs.
Conclusions
Agricultural land drainage has been nearly synonymous with increased
agricultural production since early settlement m Minnesota. Surface ditch
and subsurface tile drainage of scattered prairie wetlands in west central
Minnesota and general field drainage in south central Minnesota represent
the majority of contemporary drainage. All were shown to be profitable in
most situations. Where they were not profitable in a dollars and cents
context, they may have been feasible In terms of overall efficient field
operations.
Declslon makers concerned with preservation of prairie wetlands are
seeking means to halt the continual decline m wetland acreage. Outright
regulation is not politically feasible and difficult to enact due to a
variety of unknowns, especially related to social values of wetlands. Ongoing
preservation programs offer payments to farm operators willing to not drain
their wetlands. The level of these payments and their adequacy has been
discussed by Farmer (1981). This paper went one step further by looking
at 92 individual on-farm drainage projects installed s~nce 1972.
The present value of net benefits per acre ranged from over $2,000 to
a loss of over $1,600, depending on drainage area, tax assumptions, and
d~scount rates used. Losses imply, assuming the farm operator had complete
information on the project, a willingness to pay to be rid of wetlands.
This further implies that the required preservation Incentive payment not
only equals potential net benefits but exceeds the present value of the
stream of future expected returns to drainage. It is worth more to the
farm operator to drain a wetland than just the dollar return he can expect-47-
to gain. Most existing preservation programs base payments on net returns
to drainage or cash rent for similar cropland. This Ignores the nuisance
factor and may be a prime reason for lack of participation in existing
programs. There are other social and political reasons for nonpart~cipation
as discussed by others (Leitch and Danielson, 1979).
The basic point is that lt may be feasible to pay a landowner
present value of hls expected returns for a standard block of land
the
(i.e.
rent a quarter section or a section). Alternatively, it is not logical to
assume farm operators would be willlng to accept the per acre present value
of expected returns for scattered areas throughout their fields.
Social values of wetland benefits may be large compared to mdivldual
agricultural returns on drained wetlands. This has been the supposition
of preservation agencies. However, until social values are known or can
be est~mated with reliability we have no yardstick to deternnne what to
pay to preserve wetlands. We have shown an average minimum level needed,
but have also argued this IS frequently not sufficient. Social values must
be estimated so that preservation program payments can be sufficient to
induce landowners not to drain. If marginal social values of perservation
turn out to be less than marginal dranage benefits, the optzmal allocation
at the margin suggests drainage.-48-
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APPENDIX TABLE Al. costs , Benefits, and Benefit/Cost Ratios of 15 West
Central Minnesota On-Farm Ditch Drainage Projects,
1980 Dollars, 12 Percent Discount Ratea
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1980 110 597 5.4 487
1980 100 597 6.0 497
1979 104 669 6.4 565
1975 606 1,027 1.7 421
1975 50 1,027 20.5 977
1974 487 1,409 2.9 922
.——
a15-year project llfe, before taxes.
b
See Figure 1.-51-
APPENDIX TABLE A2. costs , Benefits, and Benefit/Cost Ratios of 15 West
Central Minnesota On-Farm Ditch Drainage Progects,
1980 Dollars, 8 Percent Discount Ratea
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cAll farm operators are assumed to be m a 40 percent combined (federal and state) ta.
bracket. Ditch COS$S are deducted from taxable income m the year they are Incurred.-52-
APPENDIX TABLE A3. Costs, Benefits, and Benefit/Cost Ratios of 19 West
Central Minnesota On-Farm Subsurface Tile Drainage
ProJects, 1980 Dollars, 12 Percent Discount Ratea
——- ——..—.— ———




























































































a15 year project life, before taxes.
b
See Figure 1.-53-
APPENDIX TABLE A4. Costs, Benefits, and Benefit/Cost Ratios of 19 West
Central Minnesota On-Farm Subsurface Tile Drainage
Pro-jects,1980 Dollars, 8 Percent Discount Ratea
— — ——









































































































































































Footnotes on Page 54-54-
APPENDIX TABLE A4. Costs, Benefits, and Benefit/Cost Ratios of 19 West
Central Minnesota On-Farm Subsurface Tile Drainage
Projects, 1980 Dollars, 8 Percent Discount Ratea (continued)
— ———
a15 year project life.
b
See Figure 1.
‘All farm operators are assumed to be in a 40 percent combmed (federal and
state) tax bracket. Tile costs are deducted 20 percent in year 1 and 10
percent in each of years 2 through 9, assuming annual depreciation on a
straight-line basis. Tile costs also qualify for a 10 percent investment
tax credit In the year they are incurred (IRS, 1980).-55-
APPENDIX TABLE A5. Before Tax Costs, Benefits, and Benefit/Cost Ratios of 58 South
Central Minnesota On-Farm Drainage ProJects, 15 Year Project
Life, Per Acre
———— — ————————. _————..——
8 Percent Discount Rate 12 Percent Discount Rate — _————— —————.



















































































































































































































































































































































































APPENDIX TABLE A.5. Before Tax Costs, Benefits, and Benefit/Cost Ratios of 58 South
Central Minnesota On-Farm Drainage Projects, 15 Year Project
Life, Per Acre (CONTINUED)
.— ——.
8 Percent Discount Rate 12 Percent Discount Rate———















































































































aThe benefit shown is the net return after production 1s netted out.
pre-drainage production was negligible.
It assumes
b
The net benefit is the net return to crop production less the per acre cost
of drainage.
cMost of the drainage done in south central Minnesota is general field drainage and
the land dra~ned was productive prior to drainage. However, production was only
a fraction of potential (or drainage would not have been necessary) as expressed
by composite acres developed m the text, The decimals in this column represent
the maximum percentage of potential production that could have been produced prior
to drainage and still have drainage be feasible. For example, .93 indicates
that If pre-drainage production was 93 percent of the composite acre production
or less, then the drainage project would be feasible If the cost per acre to draxn
were $90 as In the case of the first row of the table. If, In general, pre-
drainage harvest was approximately 50 percent of potential, then every entry in
this column above .50 indicates general field drainage was feasible. Alternatively,
all entries above 0.0 indicate wetlands drainage was feasible.-57-
APPENDIX B
A Comparison of This Report With The Economics of Wetland
Drainage in Agricultural Hinnesoca (Farmer, 1981)
Farmer’s 1981 report, The Econom~cs of Wetland Drainage in Agricultural
Minnesota, was a precursor to this report. The conclus~ons reached m both
reports are quite similar, while the methods were somewhat different. No
attempt will be made to reconcile the subtle differences in assumptions
between the two studies,
argued. Rather, some of
Interested reader bridge
nor WI1l the advantages of one over the other be
the differences w1ll be pointed out to help the
the gap between the two studies.
Farmer relied primarily on secondary data to develop estimates of
drainage costs and returns. We have relied as much as possible on primary
data collected from farm operators during February and March 1981.
Both studies used the same source for estlmatmg agricultural production
costs. We Included all costs of production except land and machinery depre-
clatlon. Farmer reduced these by 2C percent to account for savings reallzed
by not hav~ng to farm around wetlands.
(~rossreturns to crop production were estimated using crop budp?t: l“)
each studv. We used farm operator survey data for expected yields (Inclralned
wetlands, while Farmer used 5-year average yields from publlshed sources.
Crop rotations were nearly identical In both cases, but our estimated yields
were approximately 20 percent higher than Farmer’s.
Estimated drainage costs were surprisingly close m the two studies,
Our cost estimates followed from responses to the farm operator survey.
Farmer’s cost estmnates were based on estimated ditch construction and tile-58-
installatlon expenses collected from contractors and others knowledgeable
of drainage costs. An example of cost slmllarlty IS the south central
tile cost estimate. We estimated per acre cost to be $325 to $423, compared
to Farmer’s estimate of $350 to $440.
A significant difference between the two studies (other than the data
bases used) 1s that we dld our analyses based on capitalized values, while
Farmer worked with annual values. This, along with the numerous scenarios
dep~cted in each study, makes comparison of numerical estimates somewhat
taxing.
Finally, where Farmer finds government program payments to be Inadequate,
we too would concur in that flndlng based on cash flows alone. However, where
he finds payments are adequate to compensate for foregone Incomes, we would
conclude that compensation may still be inadequate when other costs -- namely
the nuisance cost -- are considered. Farmer, however, does point out the
necessary caveats to consider when conducting analyses such as these. The
two studies complement one another quite well, their common conclusions
lndlcatlng we are closer to understanding wetlands drainage from the farm
operators’perspective than before the studies.